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YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND ANY OF THE FOLLOWING ECKANKAR ACTIVITIES IN ALABAMA.
For more information about a particular event, you may write one of the Eckankar Satsangs shown on the outside cover page.

ECK Light and Sound Services
The ECK Light and Sound Service is made up of three spiritual parts. It begins with a short, uplifting reading from the
works of Eckankar. The group then sings HU, a love song to God, and shares in an open discussion of some aspect of the
ECK teachings.

Date: September 23

Huntsville
Huntsville Eckankar Center
900 Wellman Avenue, NE #3
Date: September 2

Time: 11:00 AM

Please join us for a twenty-minute HU Chant, our
Love Song to God, instead of our regular service.
Date: September 9

Time: 11:00 AM

The Unbreakable Thread which Binds All Beings
“When you find yourself focusing on the limitations
of others, stop. Take a moment to switch gears and,
instead, recognize the highest potential of ECK in
every Soul, including yourself.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 139

Time: 11:00 AM
Date: September 30

Expanding Truth
“The Mahanta will bring you an experience in your
inner or outer life to expand your certainty of truth.
A priceless gift.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 130

Date: September 16

Time: 11:00 AM

Your Higher Nature
“If truth is to be of actual value, it must be
experienced and manifested in the chela’s life. The
ECKist is the truly spiritual man, is the most giving
of all men. …”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 137

Time: 11:00 AM

Reshape History with the Spiritual Exercises
“You may hear or feel the winds of ECK
transforming these events and memories into a
pattern of Light and Sound.
In daily life you may find that you are free of a
troubling memory, or that you understand the
purpose of a difficult situation from the past.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 143

Huntsville ECK Center Open Hours
Saturdays, 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
(closed on September 1 for the holiday)

Come by and ask questions or share your story and
check out books or tapes from our library. Enjoy
fellowship following the HU Song.
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ECK Light and Sound Services
Huntsville (Continued)
Date: October 7

Time: 11:00 AM
Waves of Love*

“See the door of your heart open to let the waves of
the Ocean of Love and Mercy enter without
limitation. Feel them washing away any limitations
such as self-interest, greed, pride, or vanity. Relish
this rejuvenation.
Life will quickly offer you the chance to manifest
this new state of being.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 144
*Note: This is a special service that may include a guest
speaker or a panel, as well as our regular group discussion and
HU Song.

Date: October 14

Time: 11:00 AM

Date: October 28
Holy Service

“Keep your heart open to the Mahanta, and in the
natural course of your day, you will have more than
one opportunity to rise to the call of service. You
may not see it as such at the time, nor guess its
purpose.
These are spiritual turning points and can lead you
to God.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 157

A Noticeable Difference
“As you go about your day, be aware of yourself as
part of the ECK society. Look for the difference
this awareness can make in your approach and
dealings with others. …”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 149

Date: October 21

Time: 11:00 AM

Freedom and Protection with the Master
“In your daily life you may find yourself less
concerned when your perceptions differ from those
around you. It is a feeling of freedom and
protection.”
—Sri Harold Klemp,
Spiritual Exercises for the Shariyat, Book Two, p. 154

Time: 11:00 AM

The Sound of Soul Events
HU is a sacred sound and ancient mantra. It is an
ancient name for God that has been sung for thousands
of years in many lands for spiritual unfoldment.
HU can uplift people of any religion, culture, or walk of
life.
You’re invited to experience chanting HU,
contemplative time, and spiritual conversation with
others of like heart.
Experience some of the many benefits of HU:
inner peace and calm, divine love, expanded awareness,
spiritual self-discovery and growth, and healing of the
heart.
Huntsville
Dates:
Time:
Location:

Saturdays (closed September 1)
1:30 PM
Huntsville ECKANKAR Center
900 Wellman Avenue, NE #3
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Introductory Book Discussions
Please join us for these free book discussions based on
books by Harold Klemp. All are welcome! You do not
have to own the book to participate.
Andalusia
Call (334) 488-4559 for details.
The book discussion will be held once per month. Call
to join!

September
Spiritual Wisdom on Life After Death
What Happens When We Die?
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Cable TV Broadcasts
You are invited to hear inspiring stories and insights
from these talks by Sri Harold Klemp, the spiritual
leader of Eckankar, during special cable television
broadcasts (recorded during his seminar appearances).

All Has Meaning
“People are always saying that the old way is better.
Why? Because change is a difficult thing to come to
grips with. Sometimes, as we change and grow
spiritually, our lives feel so fragmented and confusing
that it makes us wonder, What’s going on here?
Then we learn that all has meaning.”

Soul exists because God loves It.
Spiritual Wisdom on Life after Death invites you to
explore the eternal nature of you! This book also
includes techniques and spiritual exercises to explore
the secrets of life after death.

—Harold Klemp,
Your Road Map to the ECK Teachings:
ECKANKAR Study Guide, Volume 2, p. 152

Learn for yourself why all has meaning for the
Soul going home to God.

October
ECK Wisdom on Inner Guidance
Who Can I Trust When All Else Fails?
Looking for answers, guidance, protection?

Date:
Friday, September 14
Time:
7:30-8:00 PM
Channel: WOW (Knology) Cable Channel 11
Huntsville / Madison

Help can come as a nudge, a dream, a vision, or a quiet
voice within you. This book offers new ways to connect
with the ever-present guidance of ECK, the Holy Spirit.

The Foolish of God

ECK Clergy Services
ECK members and the public are welcome to contact a qualified
ECK cleric about the following services:

“Who are the foolish of God? This talk explores
behaviors and attitudes you might recognize in others or
even in yourself. Stories, insights, and tips can help you
unfold to greater levels of compassion for yourself and
other Souls.

The Four ECK Celebrations of Life. These are the ECK
Consecration Ceremony (for young children), the ECK Rite of
Passage (for boys and girls of about age thirteen), the ECK Wedding
Ceremony, and the ECK Memorial Service.

We are all foolish when we set ourselves against the
divine order and the divine plan. The thing is that often
we don’t know we are doing that.”

ESA Sessions. An ECK Spiritual Aide session, though not
counseling, can help you find your own answers in challenging
situations through the personal guidance of Divine Spirit. The ESA
session is conducted by an ECK Spiritual Aide, a specially
appointed and trained ECK cleric.
There are no fees for the above services, but ECK clerics accept
donations to Eckankar. For more information, please contact Eilert
Bolstad at 256-585-4459. He will coordinate with the nearest
available ECK cleric qualified to provide the requested services.

—Harold Klemp,
Your Road Map to the ECK Teachings:
ECKANKAR Study Guide, Volume 2, p. 158

Date:
Friday, October 12
Time:
7:30-8:00 PM
Channel: WOW (Knology) Cable Channel 11
Huntsville / Madison
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For more information about ECKANKAR activities:
In Birmingham:

In Huntsville:

Birmingham ECKANKAR Satsang
Phone: 207-294-2812
Huntsville ECKANKAR Satsang
P.O. Box 4792
Huntsville, AL 35815
Phone: 256-534-1751

Lightline
Serving the state of Alabama.
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Published by the Alabama Satsang Society, Inc.,
A Chartered Affiliate of ECKANKAR.
ECKANKAR—The Path of Spiritual Freedom.
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